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Abstract
Friedman’s contribution to the consumption literature goes well beyond the seminal permanentincome hypothesis. He conjectured that the marginal propensity to consume out of ﬁnancial wealth
shall be larger than out of ‘‘human wealth’’, the present discounted value of future labor income. I
present an explicitly solved model to deliver this widely noted consumption property by specifying
that the conditional variance of changes in income increases with its level. A larger realization of
income not only implies a higher level of human wealth, but also signals a riskier stream of future
labor income, inducing a higher precautionary saving, and thus giving rise to Friedman’s conjecture.
Appropriately adjusting human wealth for income risk, I show that Friedman’s conjecture may be
formulated as a ‘‘generalized’’ permanent income hypothesis. I further show that Friedman’s
conjecture captures the ﬁrst-order effect of stochastic precautionary savings. Finally, I propose a
natural decomposition of the optimal saving rule to formalize various motives for holding wealth as
emphasized in [Friedman, M., 1957. A Theory of the Consumption Function. Princeton University
Press, Princeton].
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1. Introduction
The permanent-income hypothesis (PIH) of Friedman (1957) states that consumption is
equal to the annuity value of total wealth given by the sum of ﬁnancial wealth (cumulative
savings) and ‘‘human’’ wealth, the discounted expected value of future income, using the
risk-free rate. This in turn implies that changes in consumption are not predictable, thus
delivering the well known martingale consumption result (Hall, 1978). Phrased in terms of
saving, the PIH states that the agent only saves in anticipation of possible future declines in
his labor income. Campbell (1987) dubbed the PIH-implied saving motive as saving for
‘‘rainy days.’’
While Friedman’s permanent-income hypothesis serves as the cornerstone of the
consumption literature, his contribution to this body of work goes well beyond the
PIH. For example, on page 16 of Friedman (1957), he wrote that ‘‘current consumption
may be expected to depend not only on total permanent income and the interest rate,
but also on the fraction of permanent income derived from nonhuman wealth, or—
what is equivalent for a given interest rate, on the ratio of nonhuman wealth to permanent
income. The higher this ratio, the less need there is for an additional reserve, and the
higher current consumption may be expected to be. The crucial variable is the ratio for
nonhuman wealth to permanent income, not the absolute amount of nonhuman wealth’’.
Friedman deﬁned the permanent income as the annuity value of the sum of ‘‘human’’ and
nonhuman (ﬁnancial) wealth. Thus, he suggested a consumption rule with a lower
marginal propensity to consume (MPC) out of human wealth than out of nonhuman
wealth.
Despite its overshadowing by the PIH hypothesis, Friedman’s lesser known conjecture
on the lower MPC out of human wealth has found widespread empirical support in
various papers, particularly after the publication of Hall’s (1978) groundbreaking work.
Flavin (1981) tested and demonstrated, for example, that changes in consumption are
predicted by current income, which is inconsistent with the random-walk consumption
prediction of Friedman’s PIH (Hall, 1978). This empirical regularity on the predictability
of changes in consumption by variables such as income is known as the ‘‘excess-sensitivity’’
puzzle (Flavin, 1981). I show that the excess sensitivity of consumption may be explained
by a lower MPC out of human wealth than out of ﬁnancial wealth. Moreover, I also
demonstrate that the ‘‘excess-smoothness’’ puzzle of Deaton (1987) may also be reconciled
by using this conjectured consumption rule.
This paper formalizes Friedman’s conjecture on the consumption rule stated above by
constructing an intertemporal precautionary savings model.1 I argue that a ‘‘lower’’ MPC
out of human wealth than out of ﬁnancial wealth is among the most important features of
a sensible consumption rule, because this feature captures the ﬁrst-order effect of
precautionary saving. A precautionary agent rationally values a unit of human wealth less
than a unit of ﬁnancial wealth. This translates into a lower MPC out of human wealth than
out of ﬁnancial wealth, in terms of the consumption rule.
An essential ingredient of the model is that the conditional variance of income changes,
as measured in absolute magnitude (i.e., in levels and not in logarithms), increases with the
1
Leland (1968) is among the earliest works on precautionary savings. Also see Sandmo (1970), Drèze and
Modigliani (1972), Zeldes (1989), Caballero (1991), Deaton (1991), Carroll (1997), and Gourinchas and Parker
(2002), among others. Deaton (1992) and Attanasio (1999) survey the literature.
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level of income.2 There is much empirical evidence in support of a conditionally
heteroskedastic income process in levels. A common speciﬁcation of the income process in
the literature is a conditionally homoskedastic income process in logarithm (MaCurdy,
1982). A conditionally homoskedastic process in logarithm implies that the conditional
variance of income changes in levels must increase with the level of labor income. This paper
applies a widely used class of stochastic processes, known as afﬁne processes,3 to model the
dynamics of the income process. A key feature of afﬁne processes is that the conditional
variance of changes in income is an increasing linear function of the level of current income.
The intuitive reasoning behind using conditionally heteroskedastic processes to model
income is as follows. Consider the effect of an increase in current labor-income. Since higher
income also signals higher future labor-income uncertainty, precautionary saving shall
increase. As a result, consumption will increase less out of a unit increase in ‘‘human’’ wealth
than out of a unit increase in ﬁnancial wealth. This in turn implies an optimal consumption
rule with a lower MPC out of human wealth than out of ﬁnancial wealth. In addition to
capturing these empirical features, the afﬁne process is also analytically tractable.
My work is closely related to Zeldes (1989) and Caballero (1990, 1991). Zeldes (1989)
derived an incomplete-markets consumption model with constant-relative-risk-averse
(CRRA) utility, by using numerical dynamic programming.4 Based on his numerical
consumption policy rule, Zeldes concluded that ‘‘one possible remedy to this problem would
be to put a weight of less than one on human wealth before adding it to ﬁnancial wealth, or
to discount expected future income at a higher discount rate.’’5 Zeldes’ work provides a
justiﬁcation for Friedman’s conjecture on a lower MPC out of human wealth than out of
ﬁnancial wealth. In this paper, I show that a model with conditionally heteroskedastic
income not only generates a consumption rule with a lower MPC out of human wealth than
out of ﬁnancial wealth, as stated by Friedman (1957) and Zeldes (1989), but also formalizes
Zeldes’ statement that another way to ‘‘ﬁx’’ the PIH rule is to use a ‘‘risk-adjusted’’ measure
for human wealth by calculating expected future income at a higher discount rate.
Appropriately accounting for risk puts the ‘‘risk-adjusted’’ human wealth and ﬁnancial
wealth on equal footing. These two forms of wealth, therefore, offer the same capacity in
terms of ﬁnancing consumption, when based on the agent’s optimality.
Caballero (1991) proposed an analytically tractable optimal consumption rule based on
the additively separable constant-absolute-risk-averse (CARA) utility and an autoregressive moving average income process.6 He showed that the optimal consumption level is
2
This assumption does not yet restrict how the conditional variance of percentage changes of income depends
on income.
3
Afﬁne models are widely used in ﬁnance. See Vasicek (1977), Cox et al. (1985), Dufﬁe and Kan (1996), and Dai
and Singleton (2000), for examples of afﬁne models.
4
Hayashi (1982) tested a generalized version of the permanent-income model, using a higher discount rate for
human wealth than the risk-free rate. However, his model is not based on optimality.
5
The problem Zeldes refers to in this quote relates to the inconsistency between the CRRA-utility-based optimal
consumption that he solved numerically, and the martingale consumption result implied by the PIH.
6
Motivated by the empirical observation that the individual agent faces both transitory and persistent shocks and
moreover, by the fact that the agent often only observes his total income, Wang (2004) extends Caballero’s
precautionary saving model to incorporate the effect of the agent’s learning about his partially observed income on his
consumption-saving decision. Wang (2004) shows that the agent’s precautionary savings demand is further enhanced
because of the estimation risk. Intuitively, the agent needs to forecast the individual components of his income in
order to form his consumption saving decision. When he forecasts, he inevitably incurs estimation risk in doing so.
Therefore, he rationally shades his current consumption in order to build assets to smooth his future consumption.
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lower than that under certainty equivalence by a term that captures a precautionary
premium. Because of conditionally homoskedastic income shocks, his model predicts
constant precautionary saving demand, which in turn implies that the MPC out of human
wealth is equal to that out of ﬁnancial wealth. In a related paper, Caballero (1990)
mentioned the potential importance of conditional heteroskedasticity of income shocks in
explaining consumption puzzles.
Following Merton (1971), Kimball and Mankiw (1989), and Caballero (1991), I assume
CARA utility for technical convenience.7 This is not surprising. After all, as Zeldes (1989)
noted in the abstract, ‘‘No one has derived closed-form solutions for consumption with
stochastic labor income and constant relative risk aversion utility.’’ Both Zeldes (1989) and
this paper conclude that a lower MPC out of human wealth is crucial for a realistic
consumption rule. Unlike Caballero (1991), this paper delivers a lower MPC out of human
wealth than out of ﬁnancial wealth.
If we take the PIH rule as the ﬁrst-order approximation of a realistic optimal
consumption rule, then a linear consumption rule (in ﬁnancial wealth and human wealth)
with a lower MPC out of human wealth is the natural second-order approximation of a
realistic consumption rule. What the second-order linear approximation captures and the
PIH rule does not, is the ‘‘stochastic’’ precautionary saving. It is precisely this stochastic
precautionary saving that generates empirical predictions consistent with ‘‘excesssensitivity’’ and ‘‘excess-smoothness’’ puzzles. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the
second-order approximation does not capture the non-linearity feature of the consumption
rule (Carroll and Kimball, 1996). However, the key result that the MPC out of human
wealth is lower than out of ﬁnancial wealth remains valid even after incorporating the nonlinearity of the consumption rule, as shown via numerical methods by Zeldes (1989).
Moreover, the concavity of the consumption rule is quantitatively insigniﬁcant when the
agent is not liquidity constrained. Finally, I use the explicitly derived consumption rule to
decompose saving motives and formalize Friedman’s insights on various motives for
holding wealth. The decomposition of saving further sheds light on the determinants of the
consumption rule.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the setup of the
model and solves the optimal consumption rule. In Section 3, I interpret the model’s
implication for the MPCs, decompose the saving rate, and discuss the robustness of the
main result. Section 4 concludes. Appendices contain relevant technical details.
2. The model
An inﬁnitely lived agent receives an exogenously given perpetual stream of stochastic
labor income. He can borrow or lend at a constant positive risk-free interest rate r. There
exist no other ﬁnancial assets, hence markets are incomplete with respect to labor-income
uncertainty. For technical convenience, the model is cast in continuous time. I ﬁrst
7
Merton (1971) derived an explicitly solved consumption rule using Poisson processes to model the income
dynamics. Kimball and Mankiw (1989) used a continuous-time Markov chain to model the income process and
solved the optimal consumption rule in closed form. Svensson and Werner (1993) solves an optimal consumption
and portfolio choice problem with non-tradable labor income and CARA utility. Weil (1993) uses an AR1 income
process and a recursive utility speciﬁcation (with constant elasticity of intertemporal substitution and constant
absolute risk aversion coefﬁcient) to derive an analytical consumption rule. In his model, the MPCs out of
ﬁnancial wealth and out of internationally deﬁned human wealth are equal.
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introduce a natural parametric model for the labor-income process, one leading to a lower
MPC out of human wealth than out of ﬁnancial wealth.
The macroeconomic consumption literature often postulates a Gaussian autoregressive
income process,8 which has a few drawbacks. It is unbounded from below and
symmetrically distributed, with no excess kurtosis. Empirically, labor income is positively
skewed, fat-tailed, and bounded from below. Moreover, the conditional variance of
changes in labor income, in a Gaussian setting, is deterministic, and thus cannot depend on
income outcomes. Another frequently adopted model assumes that the logarithm of
income, rather than its level, is a conditionally homoskedastic Markov process,9 which
implies that the conditional variance of changes in income increases in the level of income.
The afﬁne income process introduced here is also conditionally heteroskedastic, in that a
higher level of income implies a higher conditional volatility of changes in income,
signaling a riskier stream of future labor income. Furthermore, the afﬁne process is shown
to be more tractable. Speciﬁcally, I propose a conditionally heteroskedastic afﬁne income
process, allowing for positive skewness, excess kurtosis and boundedness (from below).
Suppose that the agent’s labor income y is given by the following dynamics:
dyt ¼ mðyt Þ dt þ sðyt Þ dW t ;

tX0; given y0 ,

(1)

where W is a standard Brownian motion. The drift and volatility functions mð  Þ and sð  Þ in
(1) are deﬁned by
mðyÞ ¼ y  ky,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sðyÞ ¼ l 0 þ l 1 y,

ð2Þ
ð3Þ

respectively, where y; k; l 0 and l 1 are constant parameters. This is an example of an afﬁne
diffusion, because the drift mðyÞ and the conditional variance function s2 ðyÞ are afﬁne in the
income level y: A positive coefﬁcient l 1 captures a monotonically increasing relationship
between the conditional variance of and the level of labor income. I split this class of
processes into two groups.
Onepﬃﬃﬃﬃ
group has conditionally homoskedastic shocks (l 1 ¼ 0), wherein the coefﬁcient
s0  l 0 is the volatility of the income process. The process need not be stationary. The
conventional autoregressive Gaussian process, possibly unit root (k ¼ 0), with or without
drift, is a special case. The focus of this paper is the second group, for which innovations
are conditionally heteroskedastic (l 1 40), and for which a higher income signals a more
volatile future labor income.
Having described the agent’s income process, I next specify the agent’s preference and
his optimization problem. For tractability reasons, I assume that the agent is endowed with
CARA utility, following Merton (1971), Kimball and Mankiw (1989), and Caballero
(1991). That is, the agent has the following expected utility function:
Z 1

UðcÞ ¼ E
ebs uðcs Þ ds ,
(4)
0

where b40 is the subjective discount rate and g40 is the coefﬁcient of absolute risk
aversion (uðcÞ ¼ egc =g).
8
9

See Deaton (1992) and Attanasio (1999) for reviews.
See MaCurdy (1982) and Deaton (1991).
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I now state the agent’s optimization problem. The agent maximizes his utility given in (4)
subject to his endowed income process (1)–(3), his wealth accumulation process
dxt ¼ ðrxt þ yt  ct Þ dt;

tX0; given x0 ,

(5)

and the transversality condition (A.6) speciﬁed in the Appendix. Since the objective of this
paper is to understand the effect of incomplete markets on the MPCs, I have intentionally
chosen to allow the agent only the opportunity to invest in risk-free assets. See Davis and
Willen (2002) for an analysis with conditionally homoskedastic income shocks and options
to invest in correlated risky assets.
Let Jðx; yÞ denote the agent’s value function when his wealth is x and his income is y.
The agent’s value function Jðx; yÞ solves the Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman (HJB) equation:
bJðx; yÞ ¼ sup fuðc̄Þ þ Dc̄ Jðx; yÞg,

(6)

c̄

where
Dc̄ Jðx; yÞ ¼ ðrx þ y  c̄ÞJ x ðx; yÞ þ ðy  kyÞJ y ðx; yÞ þ 12ðl 0 þ l 1 yÞJ yy ðx; yÞ.

(7)

The left side of (6) is the ﬂow value of the agent’s value function. The right side of (6) is the
sum of his instantaneous utility from current consumption and the instantaneous expected
changes of his value function. The agent optimally chooses his consumption by equating
the two sides of (6).
The following proposition summarizes the solution to the optimization problem
stated above.
Proposition. The optimal consumption rule c is afﬁne in ﬁnancial wealth x and current
income y, in that,
ct ¼ rðxt þ ay yt þ a0 Þ

for all t,

(8)

ah
,
rþk

( 1 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 þ 2D1  1 o1 if
D1

ð9Þ

where
ay ¼
ah ¼

l 1 40;

1
if l 1 ¼ 0;


1 br
y
1
2
þ
ah  D0 ah ,
a0 ¼
r
gr
rþk
2
grl 1
X0,
D1 ¼
ðr þ kÞ2
grl 0
D0 ¼
.
ðr þ kÞ2

ð10Þ
ð11Þ
ð12Þ
ð13Þ

Appendix A contains the derivation of the optimal consumption rule. The next section
derives and analyzes the implications of the consumption rule (8) and how it relates to
Friedman’s original conjecture on consumption.
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3. Model implications
In this section, I ﬁrst show that the proposed model provides a theoretical justiﬁcation of
Friedman’s conjecture on a lower MPC out of ‘‘human’’ wealth than out of ﬁnancial
wealth. Second, I construct a generalized permanent-income hypothesis, which provides an
alternative formulation and interpretation of Friedman’s conjecture on the consumption
rule. Finally, I propose a saving decomposition and use it to analyze the three saving
motives layed out in Friedman (1957).
3.1. The marginal propensities to consume
The optimal consumption rule (8) relates the agent’s consumption to his wealth, a stock
variable, and his current income, a ﬂow variable. Following the insight of Friedman’s
permanent income hypothesis, I convert current income y to a ‘‘stock’’ measure of wealth
for income. This leads us to deﬁne ‘‘human’’ wealth.
I follow Friedman (1957) and Hall (1978) to deﬁne human wealth h as the expected
present value of future labor income, discounted at the risk-free interest rate r, in that
Z 1

rðstÞ
h t ¼ Et
e
ys ds ,
(14)
t

conditioning on Ft , the agent’s information set at time t. Note that Et denotes Ft conditional expectation. Assume r þ k40 to ensure that human wealth is ﬁnite. For the
afﬁne income process given by (1)–(3), human wealth is afﬁne in current labor income, in
that


1
y
yt þ .
(15)
ht ¼
rþk
r
This deﬁnition of human wealth, however, ignores risk and therefore overstates wealth
associated with stochastic uninsurable labor income. Note that a larger degree of mean
reversion (higher k) lowers the response of human wealth to a unit increase of current
income, ceteris paribus. Intuitively, when income is more transitory (higher k), current
income y carries less weight in ‘‘human’’ wealth, ceteris paribus.
Expressing the optimal consumption rule (8) in terms of stock variables (ﬁnancial and
human wealth) gives
ct ¼ rðxt þ ah ht  b0 Þ,

(16)

where



1 1
br
2
D 0 ah 
.
b0 ¼
r 2
gr

(17)

The MPC out of human wealth oh  rah is always less than that out of ﬁnancial wealth.
This inequality holds strictly when the conditional variance of labor income depends
directly on its level (l 1 40). To understand the intuition behind the results, consider the
effect of a dollar increase in current income. A dollar increase of current income not only
raises human wealth by the amount of 1=ðr þ kÞ (see (15)), but also signals a more volatile
stream of future labor income ðl 1 40Þ. An agent will therefore increase his consumption by
an amount less than r=ðr þ kÞ, the annuity value of the increase in human wealth, because
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the agent’s precautionary demand also increases with income (l 1 40). On the other hand, a
unit increase in ﬁnancial wealth increases consumption by r per unit of time. Therefore,
consumption responds less to a unit increase in human wealth than a unit increase in
ﬁnancial wealth. I next take the model’s key prediction on the MPCs and re-evaluate the
following conventional wisdom in the consumption literature: consumption responds ‘‘one
to one’’ to permanent shocks, because there is no way to ‘‘diversify’’ and ‘‘smooth’’ away
permanent shocks.
When shocks are permanent (such as a unit-root income process (k ¼ 0)), human wealth
increases by the perpetuity amount 1=r for a unit increase in current income. However,
consumption increases by less than unity, the annuity value of the corresponding increase
in human wealth, because the precautionary savings demand pt increases in the level of
income. This implies that the agent saves some portion out of his income for precautionary
reasons, even for permanent shocks. This differs from the conventional wisdom that
consumption responds ‘‘one to one’’ with respect to permanent shocks.
I now quantify the agent’s precautionary savings motive. To do so, I ﬁrst introduce a
natural benchmark: certainty-equivalence consumption level cp , obtained by setting l 0 ¼
l 1 ¼ 0 in (16). This gives


br
br
p
,
(18)
c t ¼ r xt þ h t þ
 wpt þ
gr2
gr
where wpt ¼ rðxt þ ht Þ is ‘‘permanent income,’’ as deﬁned in Friedman (1957). The
precautionary saving premium10 p is measured as the difference between the certaintyequivalence consumption and optimal consumption c , in that p  cp  c . From (16) and
(18), the precautionary saving premium is given by

1
gr 
pt ¼ a2h ðD0 þ rD1 ht Þ ¼ a2y l 0 þ l 1 yt .
2
2

(19)

If shocks are conditionally heteroskedastic, then pt increases in labor income y and thus
also increases in human wealth h.
A special case of (19) is a continuous-time counterpart of Caballero (1991), obtained by
setting l 1 ¼ 0. The precautionary savings premium in this case is p ¼ D0 =2 ¼ 0:5grl 0 =ðr þ
kÞ2 ; a constant, independent of the agent’s ﬁnancial and human wealth. All agents,
regardless of differences in their current labor incomes, have the same precautionary
saving premium. Wang (2003) shows that Caballero-type agents11 behave effectively as
Friedman-type permanent-income consumers, in incomplete-markets equilibrium models,
known as Bewley models.12 The market-clearing condition in the risk-free asset leads to an
equilibrium interest rate that is lower than the subjective discount rate. As a result, the
constant dissaving due to impatience is exactly offset by the constant precautionary saving
premium in equilibrium, leaving the consumer effectively only to save in anticipation of
10

Kimball (1990) introduced the concept of prudence and measures precautionary premium, based on the
convexity of marginal utility.
11
A Caballero-type agent is deﬁned with time-additive separable CARA utility and conditionally
homoskedastic uninsurable income process, a special case of the proposed model here.
12
See Bewley (1986), Aiyagari (1994), Huggett (1993), and Ljungqvist and Sargent (2004) for a textbook
treatment on Bewley models. Bewley models extend the permanent income/precautionary saving models to
equilibrium settings with a continuum of ex ante identical, but ex post heterogeneous agents. See Krusell and
Smith (1998) for wealth distribution with aggregate uncertainty.
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possible future changes in income (Campbell, 1987). This results in the agent essentially
behaving as a permanent-income consumer.
With conditionally heteroskedastic income innovations ðl 1 40Þ and CARA utility, the
agent’s precautionary savings demand increases linearly in the level of income. Agents
accumulate wealth at different rates for precautionary reasons, depending upon their
income levels. They do not behave in accordance with the PIH even in equilibrium Bewley
models, provided that income shocks are heteroskedastic.
I next provide an alternative way of phrasing Friedman’s conjecture by incorporating
income risk via ‘‘risk-adjusted human wealth.’’
3.2. Generalized permanent income hypothesis
The traditional deﬁnition of human wealth as given in (14) ignores risk and consequently
overstates the value that a precautionary agent attaches to his future stochastic labor
income. A conventional wisdom in the consumption literature is that if the risk associated
with stochastic income is ‘‘appropriately’’ incorporated, then the certainty-equivalence
consumption rule will hold. Friedman (1957) wrote ‘‘the rate of interest at which an
individual can borrow on the basis of his future earnings may be different from the rate at
which he can borrow on the basis of ﬁnancial capital.’’ More recently, Zeldes (1989)
suggested that a remedy to the failure of the certainty-equivalence-based permanentincome model is ‘‘to discount expected future income at a higher discount rate’’ than the
interest rate.
First, I propose the following deﬁnition of a ‘‘risk-adjusted’’ human wealth hR :
Z 1

R
R
rðstÞ
h t ¼ Et
e
ys ds ,
(20)
t

denotes the Ft -conditional expectation under an alternative measure R. Under
where
this alternative measure R, the income dynamics given in (1)–(3) under the income
generating measure P have the following dynamics:
ER
t

dyt ¼ ðyR  kR yt Þ dt þ sðyt Þ dW R
t ,

(21)

where W R
t is the Brownian motion under measure R and is linked to measure P by (B.8),
and the parameters in the drift function are given by
yR ¼ y  12gray l 0 ,

ð22Þ

k ¼ k þ 12gray l 1 Xk.

ð23Þ

R

Note that the volatility function is the same under measure R and the original income
generating measure P. However, the drift of the income process is ‘‘lower’’ for positive y
under measure R than under measure P, in that yR py and kR Xk. Using (21)–(23) allows
us to compute the ‘‘risk-adjusted’’ human wealth as follows:


1
yR
R
ht ¼
y þ
.
(24)
r þ kR t
r
For positive income, it is straightforward to conclude that the risk-adjusted human
wealth hR is lower than the conventionally deﬁned ‘‘risk-neutral’’ human wealth, in that
hR
t oht .
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We may now re-phrase the optimal consumption rule (8) in terms of this newly
introduced ‘‘risk-adjusted’’ human wealth hR as follows:
ct



br
R
¼ r xt þ h t þ
.
gr2

(25)

Note that the optimal consumption rule takes the certainty equivalence PIH form under
measure R. Although the consumption rule (25) looks identical to the PIH consumption
rule (18), these two rules are different because the underlying probability measures are
different. Put differently, the (generalized) ‘‘permanent-income’’ hypothesis would hold at
an elevated discount rate of ðr þ gray l 1 =2Þ for the income process. Thus, we have
formalized the suggestion that Zeldes (1989) made, in that we have a remedy to ﬁx the
certainty-equivalence-based permanent-income model by discounting expected future
income at ðr þ gray l 1 =2Þ, a higher discount rate than the interest rate r. Intuitively, a higher
degree of conditional heteroskedasticity of income or a larger g implies a larger premium
over the interest rate, gray l=2. I dub this version of the certainty equivalence consumption
rule (25) under the alternative measure R as the ‘‘generalized’’ permanent-income
hypothesis.
This paper has so far focused on precautionary savings. However, saving out of
precaution is only one of the motives. Informal discussions of different motives for saving
have a long tradition in the consumption literature, at least dating back to Friedman
(1957). The next section formalizes Friedman’s insights on various motives for holding
wealth, by providing a saving decomposition. Decomposition analysis allows us to
compare my model with other consumption models along various saving motives. I show
that my analytical model approximates numerically solved CRRA-based consumption
models up to the second order.
3.3. Motives for saving: a decomposition analysis
I offer a natural and explicitly solved decomposition of the agent’s saving. Gourinchas
and Parker (2001) offered a decomposition analysis of savings motive. Their decomposition is based on the second-order Taylor expansion of the Euler equation, not on the
consumption-saving rule. This is primarily due to the numerical nature of the consumption
rule in their model. Unlike their work, the decomposition proposed here is exact without
using any approximation. Moreover, it relates to Friedman’s original insights on the three
different saving motives to be discussed in detail below.
The optimal saving rate may be obtained by plugging the optimal consumption rule (8)
into the wealth accumulation (5). This gives
st ¼ rxt þ yt  ct ¼ ð1  ray Þ yt  ra0 ,

(26)

where ay and a0 are given in (9) and (11), respectively. A simple saving rule (26) has rich
implications for different saving motives. I decompose the total saving rate into the three
motives stated in Friedman (1957): (i) the straightening out of the consumption stream; (ii)
the earning of interests on assets; and (iii) the saving for unexpected low incomes. The
saving rate st may be written as
st ¼ ct þ pt  ft ,

(27)
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where
kyt  y
,
rþk
br
ft ¼
gr

ct ¼

ð28Þ
ð29Þ

and pt is given by (19). The ﬁrst term ct formalizes the agent’s motive to ‘‘straighten out of
consumption stream,’’ as stated in Friedman (1957). It measures the portion of the saving
that is due to ‘‘expected’’ future declines in labor income. Campbell (1987) dubbed this
‘‘saving for a rainy day,’’ an equivalent way of phrasing Friedman’s PIH in terms of
saving. If kp0, the agent’s income grows over time in expectation and, hence, he borrows
against future income (ct o0). For stationary income (k40), the ‘‘saving for a rainy day’’
ct is given by

k 
yt  ȳ ¼ yt  rht ,
ct ¼
(30)
rþk
where ȳ ¼ y=k is the long-run mean of income. When yt 4ȳ, the agent expects that his
income will fall in the long run (due to mean reversion), and thus he saves a portion of his
current income in excess of its long-run mean ȳ in anticipation of future ‘‘rainy’’ days.
A higher rate k of
 mean
 reversion or a larger difference between current income and its
long-run mean, yt  ȳ , induces a higher saving rate, ceteris paribus. The saving ct is
positive if current income is above the annuity value of human wealth (Friedman, 1957).
Eq. (30) completely summarizes the PIH in terms of saving.
If ct is the only saving component, then changes in consumption are not predictable
(Hall, 1978). Note that ‘‘saving for a rainy day’’ is independent of the agent’s utility
function. Any forward-looking consumption model (whether it is based on certainty
equivalence or CRRA utility) contains and has the same piece of the PIH-implied
component of saving for ‘‘rainy’’ days (Campbell, 1987). While I have focused on the
individual’s optimal saving rule, it is worth noting that PIH-implied saving c plays no role
in the determination of the equilibrium interest rate in the standard heterogeneous-agent
Bewley models.13
Empirically, changes in consumption are predicted by variables such as labor income.
This is known as the excess-sensitivity puzzle (Flavin, 1981). My model shows that a direct
dependence of the conditional variance of labor income on its own level ðl 1 40Þ explains
the ‘‘excess sensitivity’’ of consumption. In order to highlight the mechanism, consider the
implications of (8) on the time-series properties of consumption. Eq. (B.4) implies that
(
rð1  ah Þ½ðyt þ l 0 =l 1 Þnð1; kÞ þ y~ mð1; kÞ  ðb  rÞ=g; l 1 40;

Et ðDctþ1 Þ ¼
(31)
rD0 =2  ðb  rÞ=g;
l 1 ¼ 0;
where Dctþ1  ctþ1  ct , and y~ ¼ y þ kl 0 =l 1 , for l 1 40. When the labor-income innovation
is conditionally homoskedastic, as in Caballero (1991), (31) implies that current income
does not predict future movements in consumption. That is, the precautionary savings
motive together with stochastic labor income are not sufﬁcient for the excess sensitivity of
13
By appealing to the law of large numbers, I sum (30) across the continuum of agents and thus obtain zero net
saving for ‘‘rainy’’ days (in ﬂow terms). Note that these Bewley economies have the properties of cross-sectional
stationarity and aggregate constancy.
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consumption. With l 1 40, however, the model predicts a strictly positive regression
coefﬁcient rð1  ah Þð1  ek Þ=k of Dctþ1 on current income yt , supporting the empirical
ﬁnding of the excess-sensitivity. Eq. (31) also implies that consumption is a submartingale,14 expected to grow over time, consistent with the empirical ﬁndings of excess-growth
(Deaton, 1987).
The decomposition analysis shows that utility-based models can only differ from the
PIH in the other two components of saving: (i) dissaving ft due to being relatively
impatient (b4r), and (ii) precautionary savings demand pt . The dissaving ft corresponds
to the motive of paying interests, the second motive pointed out in Friedman (1957).
Dissaving ft is driven by ðb  rÞ, the difference between the individual’s discount rate
and the interest rate. If the subjective discount rate b is larger than the interest rate r,
then the agent dissaves because he is relatively impatient. In this model, the dissaving ft
is constant, because the CARA utility lacks wealth effect. If we set b ¼ r, as in Hall (1978)
and Zeldes (1989), then the dissaving due to impatience is the same and is equal to zero
for all consumption models including CRRA utility-based models. Then, the only
difference between the proposed model and existing CRRA-utility-based models is on
precautionary savings. The precautionary saving term pt captures Friedman’s insight
that the agent may want to save in order to build a reserve for an emergency. In
Subsection 3.1, I show that the precautionary saving term pt is stochastic and offer the
second-order approximation of an optimal consumption rule in CRRA-utilitybased models. To sum up, my model generates a realistic consumption rule (up to the
second order) and provides insights on how various parameters affect the
agent’s consumption behavior by exploiting the analytical tractability of the policy
rule. The new model complements the existing results derived from CRRA-utility-based
models.

4. Conclusions
This paper provides the ﬁrst explicitly solved optimal consumption model with a lower
marginal propensity to consume out of human wealth than out of ﬁnancial wealth, a
widely noted desirable property of the consumption rule (Friedman, 1957; Zeldes, 1989).
The model’s implications are consistent with empirical regularities such as excess
sensitivity, excess growth, and excess smoothness of consumption. The main assumption
is that the conditional variance of changes in income is an increasing function of current
income. There is much empirical evidence in support of the conditional heteroskedasticity
of income shocks in levels. Speciﬁcally, I model the income process with the widely used
afﬁne process for technical convenience. A higher level of current income not only implies
a higher level of human wealth, but also signals a riskier stream of future income. As a
result, a precautionary agent saves more than the PIH-implied saving ‘‘for rainy days’’
(Campbell, 1987). Moreover, the additional precautionary saving increases with the
agent’s current income. Finally, I propose a formal saving decomposition, which provides
a theoretical foundation for the various motives for holding wealth pointed out by
Friedman (1957).
This is under the commonly made assumption b ¼ r. Otherwise, fzt  ct þ ðb  rÞt=rgtX0 is a submartingale,
as shown in Appendix B.
14
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Appendix A. Proof of the Proposition
I derive the optimal consumption rule using dynamic programming and then verify the
transversality condition implied by the policy function.
First, I conjecture that the value function takes an exponential-afﬁne form:
Jðx; yÞ ¼ 

1
exp½grðx þ ay y þ a0 Þ.
gr

(A.1)

The ﬁrst-order condition for the HJB (6) is u0 ðc̄Þ ¼ J x ðx; yÞ: Plugging the implied values for
c̄, J x , J y , and J yy into (6) gives
1 b
1
0 ¼  þ þ ð1  ray Þy  ra0 þ ðy  kyÞay  ðl 0 þ l 1 yÞgra2y .
g gr
2

(A.2)

Note that the above equation holds for any income level y. Thus, matching coefﬁcients for
both the linear term in y and the constant term gives
0 ¼ 1  ray  kay  12grl 1 a2y ,


1 br
1
2
þ yay  grl 0 ay .
a0 ¼
r
gr
2

ðA:3Þ
ðA:4Þ

Eq. (A.3) may be written as
2
1
2D1 ah

þ ah  1 ¼ 0,

(A.5)

where ah and D1 are given in (9) and (12), respectively. For conditionally homoskedastic
shocks (l 1 ¼ 0), we have ah ¼ 1. For conditionally heteroskedastic shocks (l 1 40), there are
two candidate roots for ah . I discard the negative root, since it implies a negative MPC out
of current income. The positive root, between zero and one, is given in (10).
Next, I check the agent’s transversality condition given below:
lim E½ebt jJðxt ; yt Þj ¼ 0,

t!1

(A.6)

where x is the wealth process associated with the consumption process c. Condition (A.6)
restricts the rate at which the debt is allowed to grow. Using the optimal saving rule (26) to
evaluate ebt jJðxt ; yt Þj gives

  Z t

egrðx0 þa0 Þ
ebt Jðxt ; yt Þ ¼ 
E exp 
ðb  gr2 a0 þ grð1  ray Þys Þ ds egray yt .
gr
0
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Dufﬁe et al. (2000) showed that under technical regularity conditions,

  Z t

ðr0 þ r1 ys Þ ds er2 yt ¼ exp½AðtÞ þ BðtÞy0 ,
E exp 
0

where coefﬁcients AðtÞ and BðtÞ solve the following Riccati equations:
_ ¼ kBðtÞ þ 1l 1 B2 ðtÞ  r1 ,
BðtÞ
2
_ ¼ yBðtÞ þ 1l 0 B2 ðtÞ  r0 ,
AðtÞ
2

ðA:7Þ




ðA:8Þ

with initial conditions Bð0Þ ¼ r2 and Að0Þ ¼ 0: Setting r0 ¼ b  gr2 a0 , r1 ¼ grð1  ray Þ
and r2 ¼ gray gives


l1 2
grl 1 2
a þ ðr þ kÞay  1 ¼ 0.
ku þ u  r1 ¼ gr
2
2 y
Therefore, the solution of the ODE (A.7) is constant, in that BðtÞ ¼ r2 ¼ gray , for all
tX0. The solution of (A.8) is thus given by


l0 2
AðtÞ ¼ yu þ u  r0 t ¼ rt.
(A.9)
2
Therefore, the transversality condition (A.6) is satisﬁed if and only if the following holds:
lim E½ebt jJðxt ; yt Þj ¼ lim

t!1

t!1

1
expðrt  grðx0 þ ay y0 þ a0 ÞÞ ¼ 0.
gr

(A.10)

In summary, a positive interest rate ðr40Þ sufﬁces the transversality condition (A.6) to
hold. Additional technical conditions associated with the standard veriﬁcation procedure
may be found in Dufﬁe (2001) and Karatzas and Shreve (1991). &
Appendix B. A risk-adjusted measure of wealth for income
This appendix provides some details in leading to the calculation of hR , the ‘‘riskadjusted’’ human wealth.
First, consider the model implied consumption dynamics. Eqs. (8) and (5) together imply
that


1 1 2
1
Zt  ðb  rÞ dt þ Zt dW t ,
(B.1)
dct ¼
g 2
g
where
Zt ¼ gray sðyt ÞX0.

(B.2)

To control for the difference between the agent’s subjective discount rate and the interest
rate, I denote zt  ct þ ðb  rÞt=g. Integrating (B.1) on both sides and re-arranging gives
Z s 2 
Zv
dv
ðB:3Þ
Et ðzs  zt Þ ¼ Et
2g
t
8
~
< rð1  ah Þ½ðyt þ l 0 =l 1 Þnðs  t; kÞ þ ymðs
 t; kÞ; l 1 40;
¼
ðB:4Þ
: rD0 ðs  tÞ=2;
l 1 ¼ 0;
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for s4t, where y~ ¼ y þ kl 0 =l 1 , for l 1 40, and
nðv; dÞ ¼ ð1  edv Þ=d,
mðv; dÞ ¼ ðv  nðv; dÞÞ=d,

ðB:5Þ
ðB:6Þ

Eq. (B.4) implies that z is a submartingale.15
Our objective is thus to construct a new measure R such that fzt ¼ ct þ ðb  rÞt=g : tX0g
is a martingale under this measure R. That is, consumption (adjusting for b  r) is a
martingale under this measure R.
The Girsanov’s Theorem (Karatzas and Shreve, 1991) is the key to achieve this change
of measure. The consumption dynamics (more precisely z dynamics) may be written as
follows:
1
Z
1
dzt ¼ Zt dW t þ t dt ¼ Zt dW R
t .
g
g
2

(B.7)

Thus, z is a martingale under measure R if we choose this alternative measure R by linking
the Brownian motion W R
t under this measure R to the Brownian motion W under the
income generating measure P as follows:
gray pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Zt
dt ¼ dW t þ
l 0 þ l 1 yt dt.
(B.8)
dW R
t ¼ dW t þ
2
2
Then, by construction, z is a martingale under this newly constructed measure R. The main
text continues with the analysis of ‘‘risk-adjusted’’ human wealth, the reformulation of the
consumption rule, and the interpretation of Friedman’s conjecture.
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